
 

Atf box setup v 8.90 free 28 **Change log** - First build of the mod released, just to show mods are possible. - Fixed bug
which would cause crashes when placing train in station. **Fixes**- First build of the mod released, just to show mods are
possible.- Fixed bug which would cause crashes when placing train in station.However this is not a well tested build and there
could be little/no changes coming up in future builds which change . If that's alright for you then go ahead and install it! Just be
warned that this is an experimental release with no changelog, no documentation, and potentially nothing else besides minor
crashing bugs! Version 8. 90 Changelog: - Fixed bug which would cause crashes when placing train in station.However this is
not a well tested build and there could be little/no changes coming up in future builds which change files. If that's alright for you
then go ahead and install it! Just be warned that this is an experimental release with no changelog, no documentation, and
potentially nothing else besides minor crashing bugs! Version 8.90 Changelog: - First build of the mod released, just to show
mods are possible. - Fixed bug which would cause crashes when placing train in station.However this is not a well tested build
and there could be little/no changes coming up in future builds which change files. If that's alright for you then go ahead and
install it! Just be warned that this is an experimental release with no changelog, no documentation, and potentially nothing else
besides minor crashing bugs!
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